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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON

AR 464

In the Matter of a Proposed Rulemaking to   )
require that telecommunications utilities       ) Comments of the Petitioner

include Government and Human Services ) on Proposed Blue Pages Rule
information within their published )
telephone directories )

I.  SUMMARY

1. The petitioner, Jim Long, supports adoption of a Blue Pages rule.

2. The proposed rule IS better than no rule at all.  The Proposed Rule represents an

improvement on the status quo, having no rule in place at all.  Without a rule, the

future of the “Community Blue Pages” as a strictly voluntary inclusion into

directories by QwestDex remains unclear.  The elimination by QwestDex of the

Blue Pages listings from the current Portland Yellow Pages volume, occurred

with no notice to or permission from government jurisdictions, schools or

community stakeholders.

3. The Proposed Rule could be improved.  The Petitioner believes the proposed Rule

could be improved through changes designed to make the rule more specific and

less general.

II. BASIS FOR PETITIONER’S RECOMMENDATIONS

4. Blue Pages are significantly used and relied upon.  The “Community Blue

Pages”  have been included as a significant public interest component of the

telephone directories published by telecommunications utilities in Oregon for

decades.  The Blue Pages are relied upon by citizens throughout Oregon to

locate and contact government offices, schools, and mandated services.
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5. Blue Pages data processing and editing are currently a “voluntary” public service,

though the costs for printing and paper have been borne by business telephone

customers.  The Blue Pages have been included in the phone directory published

by the incumbent telecommunications company in Portland (currently Qwest) for

several decades “voluntarily,” with compensation to Qwest for business telephone

listings.

It is not clear that whether any costs generated by this petition will be in excess of

whatever costs to the local exchange carriers exist presently.  If it is, it is not

proven that the costs are not already defrayed by existing payments of business

telephone customers.  If there is some increased cost, it is surely not clear that the

cost should not be borne by the company as part of its public service obligations.

6. Future of Blue Pages Unsure Blue Pages are not mentioned in the publishing

agreement between Qwest and Qwest Dex Media.  There is currently no rule or law

requiring that incumbent phone directories include “Blue Pages” or their equivalent.

7. Sixty Portland metropolitan area jurisdictions have unique Blue Pages issues due to

a split directory.  Portland metropolitan jurisdictions and school districts (from

Sandy to Wilsonville to Banks) also face unique issues with respect to the Blue

Pages due to Portland’s growth in size and “split directory.”  Due to the increasing

number of listings, the Portland metropolitan telephone directory was split into two

volumes (White Pages and Yellow Pages).  Initially, all business listings as well as

all Blue Pages listings were duplicated in both volumes.  This is important to

Oregonians and visitors, because many individuals face circumstances where only

one volume of the directory is available for access to the phone system.

8. Blue Pages listings are already eliminated from Portland metropolitan Yellow

Pages directories. Without notice or discussion, QwestDex has recently

eliminated the Blue Pages from its separate Portland metropolitan Yellow

Pages volume, despite continuing to publish identical, redundant duplicate

alphabetical listings in both volumes for other business customers.  The blue
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pages have proved so popular, ironically, users of the new blue-bordered

pages featured in the current QwestDex Portland Yellow Pages volume now

find a seventy-six page blue-bordered commercial listing of “Attorneys,”

instead of traditional Government and Public School listings,

III. RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO PROPOSED RULE

9. The Proposed rule could be improved.   Given the vital and continuing role of the

Blue Pages in providing citizen access to government, schools, and human

services, the proposed staff rule as written could and should be significantly

improved.  The Petitioner submits the following recommendations for

improvement to the proposed Rule:

a. For accuracy, require more than “good faith effort.”    

The proposed rule weakly states that only a “good faith effort” must be made

to identify entities for inclusion in the Blue Pages.  Sixty Portland

metropolitan area jurisdictions and school districts have seen that the results

of such “good faith” efforts amount to omissions.

b. Require inclusion of N-1-1 services, URLs, and  toll-free calling numbers.

Greatly-reduced government budgets, and the trend for provision of many

human services by non-profit organizations instead of government agencies,

make it is important for public health, safety, and welfare that Blue Pages be

accurate and up-to-date in sending directory users to the best sources of

information.  This includes not only telephone numbers and addresses, but

enriched contact information such as Internet web site URL’s, toll-free

numbers, reference to “2-1-1” information referral (when available).  The

Petitioner urges that the rule include a requirement for an advisory group.
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c. Improved display and format could benefit citizens.

.Qwest Dex Media on December 7th, 2004 stated that they have not met with

social service providers regarding directory formats.  Many improvements

could be made in the format, categorization, and display of the information

contained in the Blue Pages.  The format recommended by the telephone

industry 24 years ago but now used in only three Oregon directories includes

an Emergency Services Box for 24-hour-7-day service providers.  The

Petitioner agrees the telephone companies subject to the rule be required to

work with local advisory groups as has been done for decades.

d    The telephone listing portion of the Blue Pages should be included in each

published volume of split telephone directories.

e. The colored borders should be used on all three unbound sides of directories.

f. The existing tariffs do not state whether the additional classified listing be in

the Yellow Pages or the Blue Pages.  Existing Yellow Pages classifications

for community services are scattered, too general, and underutilized.

CONCLUSION

10. The Commission has authority to improved Blue Pages listings that  can

benefit everyone, including the companies.

To summarize, the Petitioner strongly supports adoption of a “Blue Pages Rule” by the

Commission, and supports improvements to the proposed Rule.

Respectfully submitted,

________________________

Jim Long
Petitioner, MP
PO Box 33
North Plains, Oregon   97133-0033

Hearing Date:  February 8, 2005
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Attachments:
1. 1981 Recommendations by AT&T (the Bell System) + the U.S.

Independent Telephone Association  (Ronald Reagan was President)
2. Supplemental Complaint and Petition 2004
3    Resolution unanimously passed by Portland City Council, February 2, 2005
4    Telephone Directory Analysis of Oregon Blue Pages Improvements
3. Blue Pages Headings Book (shows wide range of government and

human services headings used around nation and internationally)
5    Southern Oregon Coast
























